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Unicorn Charities Awards Benefits…
Cleveland, November 19/ The Annual Business Meeting of The Unicorn
Motorcycle Club,, INC. met at 6:30 PM, in the upper Clubroom of The
Leather Stallion Saloon, with a near perfect attendance. After conducting
the usual reports, the doors were locked to outsiders and guest and the
Elections began.
Elections Results: the entire Board of Directors receive an Vote of Confidence and all have been Re-elected to serve one more year. Jack Giles,
President; Noel Walters, Road Captain; Dennis Sherrill, Secretary; Robert
Moeller, Treasurer, Jim Broginski, Sergeant of Arms. Jack is requesting
that appointed Committees remain th same as they all have works so well
this past year.
We are Pleased to announce that the Unicorn Charities fund has Awarded
$2000 in Grants this Holiday Season, the amount raised from the Door
Donations, Charity Raffle proceeds, Personal Donations, and Tips collected throughout the entire year of 2017. The Recipients of this year’s
Awards are: The Jon Brittian Food Drive; Pilgrim Congregation U.C.C.
Food Bank; Malachi House Hospice; and the B. Riley Sober House.
We would like to take this opportunity to Thank Ken Myers, Jr. and his
Staff at the Leather Stallion Saloon for all of their assistance this past year
to ensure that our Fundraising efforts were successful and we look to yet
another year of support from our members. Additionally we would ike to
Thank the Patrons who were so generous when asked for Donations to
the charities Fund Drive, and we invite you bac again next year.
The 2018 Charity Fund Drives begins on Saturday, April 14th, 9 PM til
Midnight, when the Taxman Cum’s is the theme for the night. Come relax
and forget about dealing with the tax man the Saturday before taxes are
due for postmark. Fun, games, and surprises abound in this Tax Free
Zone for just one evening.

Merry Christmas!
Unicorns Celebrate the Season

Santa helping with Jack & Dennis’ Christmas Tree

Willowick, December 9/ CUMC, Inc. Member’s, Officers, and Guest
recently Celebrated the 2017 Christmas Party Hosted by Jack Giles, President and Husband Dennis Sherrill, Secretary in their home, located in
Willowick Ohio. Recent improvements include new Stainless Steel appliances , and a new Furnace with which to keep us warm. The home was
decorated beautifully by Jack and his Antique Santas and ornaments,
new this year to his collection is a blown glass pinecone in silver and crystal ice cycles, as well as a new color scheme in the Dining room where the
Buffett of Lasagna and Chicken Picotta were served.
The Group convened at 3 PM for Cocktails
and Social Time while the tables were arranged with all of the goodies everyone
brought. Thank you to Bill and Robert for the
humongous Cesar Salad and over-flowing
Relish Tray, Noel presented us with a bountiful Pepperoni and Cheese Tray, and Jack prepared a Baked Wheel of Brie in croute with
Apples and Cranberries, that rounded out the
appetizers.
We also want to thank Tony for his excellent Poppy Seed and Nut Filled
Rolls, Tom’s famous Cranberry Bread, and Jim’s Lemon curd filled Coconut Cake. Jim and Jim also provided Mulled Cider with an Apple Jack kick.
After everyone was sated and fill, (I swear
everyone loosened their top button) Santa
came and the Club Pixie (Derryk) distributed
the gift from the exchange. There were many
thoughtful and hilarious gifts opened and
shared. The Dining table was converted into a
craps table and the Wicked Dice Game provided an hours worth of entertainment with
Noel winning the Gift Prize and several others
winning cash prizes.
Not wanting to break up so early in the evening Jack and Dennis introduced the Club to a new card game, Cards against Humanity! We played
a Complete Round before breaking up for the evening.
The members of the Club, especially the Ancient Sages of the Council
wanted to express their Heartfelt appreciation to Road Captain Noel
Walters for being everyone’s grunt boy, he was most helpful in cleaning
freshly fallen snow off of everyone’s modes of transport, running coats up
and down the stairs, carrying in and out packages and bundles. The Ancient Ones suggest everyone should get a Grunt boy!
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A Tribute to My Friend
By Br. David Reed

The BDSM and Leather Communities lost a
living legend when Mark Ensinger departed
from this plane of existence on November 5,
2017.
I first met Mark Ensinger back in January of
1989 when his Algolagrin Atelier parties
were being held. I will admit I was initially
creeped out by him and his dungeon, however my interest in BDSM was stronger than
any reservations I had. Even though he was
scary at first, I kept going back to his play
parties when I xould. His favorite way to mess with my head initially was
to tell me that sooner or later, he would eventually have my testicles in a
jar. I eventually figured out that he was just messing with me.
He was born on January 22, 1935 in Detroit, MI. He served our country
in the US Navy and retired after a long career. I do not know when he
started to get into BDSM but he was already a leader in the community
when I met him. He was affiliated with the Chicago Hellfire Club, Delta
and other BDSM organizations as well as having his own Fountains of
Pleasure No. 6 Dungeon. As I got to know him, my apprehension was
replaced by admiration and the realization what while he was very
kinky, he aso had a heart of gold when it came to helping people.
He taught me mst of what I know about kink and heavily stressed the
safety aspect of BDSM play.
I don’t know quite when it happened however my admiration for him
turned into a non-physical, non-romantic love. I truly loved the man for
who he was, foibles and all. He eventually said he loved me in the same
way in return.
I knew him so long and kept in regular touch with him throughout the
years that people would kid me that I was Mark Ensinger Jr…, in that I
ended up sounding like him at times and acquired his sense of humor.
His passing broke my heart and the hearts of others who knew and loved
him. I can only Hope I can be half as amazing of a man he was.
Godspeed Mark Ensinger!
ED Note: We apologize for the delay in printing this tribute as we had not received it by press
time last month.

Sub-Zero Mission Benefits from
2nd Annual Titleholders Turnabout
Cleveland, November 25, 2017 - The Leather Stallion played Host once
more to the Titleholder’s Turnabout, where we get to see Leather Titleholder’s and Pageant Queens trade places for an evening of fun and frivolity. The Leather Titleholder’s and Drag Kings don their Best Drag and the
Pageant Queens attempt to be Leather men. It is all to benefit the SubZero Mission, an organization dedicated to provide warm winter clothing
and assistance to Northeastern Ohio’s Homeless Veterans.
Turnabout is the brainchild of Knoty Rob
Smythammer , former Mr. Cleveland Leather
and last years Mr. Ohio Leather, along with the
assistance of his wife, D’Lyla Rose, who is a
former Titleholder as well.
The Unicorn’s very own Titleholder, Mr. Cleveland Leather 2018, David Reed, performed
under the nom de plume’ Misty Manginia.
Misty extends her fellow Unicorn’s for the moral support as a large number turned out to be
dazzled by her performance. It is said to have
been overheard that David said. “Never
again!”
Misty Manginia
After the event was over Knoty had this to say,
”So last nights 2nd annual Titleholder Turnabout was a blast. I want to thank all that
came and most of all that helped out whether
you where on stage or behind the scenes.
Your help was greatly appreciated, because
of you and all that came out last night and not
to forget the Rock n Roll Sisters of Perpetual
Indulgence for their donation of $300. We
raised $1000.00 to be presented to Subzero
Mission!!!!! We could not have done this with
out all of you.
Knot Rob
Thank you from the bottom of our
hearts!!!!!!!
There was just so many people that we are still in awe for all your
generosity.”

awesome photos from a……

Krampus parade. Happy holidays!
If the holidays were a drink, they'd be a venti vanilla peppermint mocha frappacino. With extra whipped cream.
Don't get me wrong, I love Christmas carols, cookies, and terrible sweaters as much as the next guy, but after a couple of weeks, it can be a little much. But
you know what cuts through all that sugar like a big splash of strong black coffee? A pretty little thing called Krampus. If you're not familiar with this
increasingly popular Christmas icon, Krampus hails from Alpine countries, such as Austria and Slovakia. A holdover from pre-Christian traditions,
Krampus is basically St. Nicholas' half-devil, half-goat frenemy(?) who goes around scooping up naughty children into a sack and hitting them with
sticks.
Originally more obscure, and even banned during the '30's, KRAMPUS DISLIKED IN FASCIST AUSTRIA; VIENNA, Dec. 11. -- The "unco guid,"
having succeeded in sowing Austria as thickly with "Verboten" orders as Germany itself, are seeking for new evils to conquer. No longer is
that pleasant Austria alive of which it used to be said, Genial Black and Red Devil, Symbol of Christmas Fun, Is Frowned Upon. Special Correspondence, THE NEW YORK TIMES; December 23, 1934,
Krampus has enjoyed a resurgence lately that's even extended beyond Austria. I mean, you know you're doing well when you get to square off against
Adam Scott in an extremely campy horror-comedy flick. Trailer found here: https://youtu.be/-GuCWKuBcN0
On Dec. 6, Getty photographer Sean Gallup was in Pongau, Austria, where hundreds of actors marched in the annual Krampus Parade. Check out sothe
pictures on the next page:
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Here come the Krampuses! Pretty awesome, no?

Some of these wooden masks are incredibly detailed and beautiful, in a
Guillermo Del Toro kind of way.

The kids seem to love it. Because of course they do. Have
you met kids?
This little girl seems positively
delighted.

Meanwhile, St.
Nicholas and an angel are there to reward
the children
Krampus doesn't
steal away.
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Roy Moore Says He’ll Return To
Poling Alabama Women In
Shopping Malls
DefeatedRepublicancandidatesaysSenatevictorywouldhave“cutinto my time
getting to knowfemale voters biblically”
After the election, Judge Moore thanked
President Trump for his tips on thwarting sexual harassment claims.
“I want to assure the voters of the great state of Alabama that I will
not let this razor thin defeat get me down,” Moore asserted. “Tomorrow I will saddle up my horse, ride to the nearest shopping
mall, and continue my work poling Alabama’s women, just as I have
done for years.”
Roy Moore is known for his diligence in cruising Alabama malls
where young women congregate, getting to know their views from
every angle. He has bragged in the past about “having an intimate,
biblical understanding of the female voter in my state.”
Moore says, “his pistol is always loaded when he is doing
his poling work with women.”
In the county where Mr. Moore During a
concession speech after his stunning
defeat in the Alabama special election
for the U.S. Senate, Republican loser Roy
Moore seemed almost relieved that the contentious campaign was over
and he could return to his previous passions.

As Roy Moore galloped away from his voting location, all you could see
was the horse’s ass

Robotics Company Issues Recall
For Huckabee-Sanders Unit;
Humanity Module Reportedly
Corrupted
“The President’s lying and deceit are
what Americans said they wanted.” (Huckabee-Sanders)
Robotics Inc., the current market leader in robot manufacturing, issued a
notice to the White House today, seeking a recall of its Huckabee-Sanders
unit, which is currently serving as the
Trump administration’s Press Secretary. The Huckabee-Sanders X43 was
installed at the White House, after the previous Press Secretary Sean Spicer stepped aside in July, to begin an extensive personal journey, looking for
his lost soul.
“We are so sorry about the appalling lack of dignity displayed by the
X43, aka Sarah Huckabee-Sanders,” said Robotics Inc. CEO, Charles
Wittmore. “She’s been nothing but trouble, ever since the people at
Westworld tried to turn her into a vacuum cleaner.”
It was not previously known that Ms. Huckabee-Sanders was a robot or
had spent time at Westworld. Journalists who work in the White House
press center, were startled but not surprised.
“We just thought she was a moronic, soulless, deeply ignorant, piece
of human garbage,” said one journalist. “Now that we understand
she’s a robot—It makes me feel better to think of her as a moronic,
soulless, deeply ignorant, piece of robot garbage, instead.”
Engineers at Robotics Inc. speculated about the HuckabeeSanders malfunctions.
“We originally built her to be one of those charming, accommodating,
attractive robots for the TV show Westworld,” said one engineer. “But
some of the ladies here rejected that notion as sexist, and so they rebuilt her into this completely unworkable monster, devoid of all
charm and completely lacking in knowledge and truth. The only
thing left from the original unit is that stupid pearl necklace.”
The revelations that Huckabee-Sanders was a malfunctioning robot,
came on the heels of a press conference with journalists, where she defended the President’s retweeting of a blatantly fascists video from England. In recent days, Huckabee-Sanders also supported the President’s
racially charged attacks on Elizabeth Warren, dismissed the President’s
problems with sexual misconduct, and defended the President’s support
of a child molester seeking a seat in the Senate.
Not all the news was bad for Huckabee-Sanders. The fact that she is a robot, did not automatically eliminate her from receiving this year’s Joseph
Goebbels award for “Excellence in Propaganda.”
“She’s an unflappable deceiver, and we don’t care if she’s a robot.” said
Wolfgang Hitler-Braun from Argentina. “Uncle Adolf would have loved
her…if only he hadn’t committed suicide, in 1945.”
For his part, Robotics CEO Wittmore remained concerned. “In the future,
we’ll have to teach these robots how to resign, when they’re asked to
lie, in order to ruin America and it’s institutions,” said Wittmore. “But
at the moment, I’m more worried about how to get Steve Bannon,
Kellyanne Conway, and Donald Trump back to the factory. We think
we have a way to turn them into driverless cars.”
Editors Note: Sorry for this—but there is always some one who doesn’t understand satire.
This is absurdly, ridiculously and blatantly untrue (as far as we know.)
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On a Steel Horse I Ride:
The 2018 Harley-Davidson Sport Glide

Bringin’ Scout Back
Custom FTR1200 Indian Motorcycle

The 2018 Harley-Davidson Sport Glide is an aggressive factory custom
built for touring, cruising and commuting.
The Sports Glide motorcycle is powered by the Milwaukee-Eight 107 VTwin engine powertrain that pumps out a mountain of torque for outstanding acceleration and passing power.
The new lightweight and stiff Softail chassis delivers top-of-the-line agility
and handling performance, mated with 43mm inverted forks, and remote hydraulic rear shock spring preload adjustment.
The Sport Glide rolls on new Mantis cast-aluminum wheels, 18-inch front
and 16-inch rear, shod with Michelin Scorcher 31 performance tyres. Full
LED lighting and electronic cruise control round out the Sport Glide’s
winning combination of technology and style.
“The Sport Glide offers the thrilling dynamic capability of the new Softail
platform with features that make it suited for both commuting and light
touring,” says Dave Latz, Senior Product Planning Manager, HarleyDavidson. “Its factory-custom design speaks to modern performance and
contemporary style.”
Other Sport Glide enhancements include a wide, supportive seat and
forward-mounted foot controls designed to fit a broad range of riders.
The all-new Softail mono-shock rear suspension is controlled via an exposed knob below the right-side cover. It’s thus easy to accommodate the
weight of luggage or passenger while maintaining optimal suspension
performance and steering geometry.

The latest and greatest is nice. Cutting edge and modern aesthetics are
pleasant. But who doesn’t like the occasional blast from the past. That’s
what Indian has given us with their recent FTR1200 Custom Bike.
The swooping curves and fierce colors stand out from other bikes of today and you can tell that this speed machine was inspired by the Scout’s
iconic style. A celebration of the previous FTR750’s impressive display on
the American Flat Track, Indian has brought that feel back to life in the
1200 and given us a glimpse at what a street-legal tracker could look like.

The new rigid (and lockable) panniers feature a sleek clamshell design.
They’re easy to load and unload and can be opened with one hand by a
seated rider. The bags can also be removed in seconds with an internal
quick-release mechanism, leaving behind barely visible mounting points.
Charge your smartphone with the USB port, and of course, a bike of this
calibre includes keyless ignition and the Harley-Davidson Smart Security
System as standard.
The Sport Glide will be available “very soon” from Harley-Davidson dealers in three solid colors: Vivid Black, Twisted Cherry and Silver Fortune.
The new Harley-Davidson Sport Glide is priced from AUD $27,750 ride
away.
For more information, or to contact the Sales Department, please visit
your local Harley-Davison Dealer or visit our website at :
https://www.harley-davidson.com/us/en/index.html

LED lighting heads up an impressive bare faced mount that is dashed with
shades of crimson red, gunmetal grey, and midnight black. The widegapped spokes, naked engine, and classic exhaust pipes give the bike a
look of power and grace.
While certainly not your father’s bike, the FTR1200 screams of the past
and is a welcomes edition to the Indian repertoire. To see this bike and
everything else Indian has been cooking up lately.
http://www.indianmotorcycle.com/en-us/ftr1200

Hark the Heralded Angels Sang….
Glory to the New Born King!!!
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Cyclops’
Tom Johnson, Editor Emeritus

I’ll Be In a HOME For Christmas!!!
Well tots, the holly-jolly season is upon us once more and this year I’m not
in much of a mood to play: you’ve been warned! Just yesterday I entered
the foray of Christmas shopping and, being a big-box kind of guy, found
most of the stores I visited virtually empty. Faced with the Millennials’ mania for cyber-shopping, most emporia, with the possible exception of the
Apple Store, have abandoned hiring additional seasonal help: Nordstrom’s
seems to have forgotten most of its fabled service, while Saks Fifth’s
men’s department was deserted of its pairs of strolling wannabe drug
lords, probably because it was still warm enough to hang out beside school
playgrounds peddling pain-killer candy canes. At L.L. Bean, my loud, vociferous shouts for assistance brought the sole floor person out from behind
an enormous support column which she needed behind which to fully
hide. Chaos at the check-out desk: three clerks were involved in solving one
customer’s pile of returns, a crisis usually reserved for Black-and-Blue Boxing Day. Only when I left, did anyone else even show up in the store, an
elderly couple (I knew they were very very old because they both thanked
me for holding the door for them!) These ancients had popped in, I assumed, to purchase a kayak, or a very ugly pair of rubber-soled yuck-muck
boots for their great-great grandchild. One might assume that the whole
state of Maine was swampland, but NO – it’s the home of (Independent)
Senator Angus King, so I’m on board! YES Virginia, there IS someone decent in Washington.
What a week it’s been in Washington, where the Rump , ignoring dire
pleadings from many of the world’s most powerful nations – and even
from the Pope whom he outranks - put the finishing touches on World War
III, declaring Jerusalem to be the official capital of Israel, also declaring that
in a few years’ time we would build a truly magnificent new American
embassy there as a monument to world peace. In Xanadu did Du-du Brain
a pleasure dome decree! All of this carry-on will undoubtedly enchant our
own Evangelical Taliban faithful who look forward to a Jerusalem, back at
last in the hands of the Hebrews. This is promised to inspire the return to
earth of Jesus Christ, at which time the world will end and the faithful will all
drift rapturously Heavenward, probably in some sort of seed pods, like
“The Invasion of the Body Snatchers” only in reverse transport. I can just
see the President sitting on Santa’s lap delivering this wish list. How I would
love to be a fly on the Wailing Wall.
The New York TIMES recently ran a detailed and dishy obit of Christine
Keeler, 75, “party Girl” and failed starlet, whose affair with John Profumo,
then a war minister in the Cabinet of Harold Macmillan created the U.K.’s
“Scandal of the Century” and nearly brought down the Conservative Government back in the early 1960s.. Profumo, it was revealed, was no
stranger to such affairs, despite his very successful marriage to beautiful
film star Valerie Hobson. The catch was, that on nights when John was at
home with Valerie, , Ms. Keeler, whose motto seemed to be that “idle hands,
or other body parts, are the Devil’s plaything, was bedding down with an
attache in the Soviet Embassy. It all incubated a sensational cold-war nasty
business, and did wonders for Britain’s sexual image about much of which
the world had forgotten since the Glorious Revolution. The obit noted that
Ms. Keeler, like her pal Mandy Rice Davies was sometimes described as a
prostitute, a description which she refuted. In any event, for a time, at least
the heat was off the Royals which was quite a relief in the days before Judi
Dench and Helen Mirin made them respectable again, or at least until Diana
and Camilla hit the Murdoch tabloids. As always both the Brits and the
Americans just loved it!

The young seem to be seizing the helm of the once staid New York TIMES.
Our family member and the TIMES’ former food editor, Frank Bruni is now
hot stuff on, and off , the Op-Ed page revealing a keen political and moral
sense of right and wrong. He recently did a piece on Donald Trump’s need
for a friend and why he has little chance of achieving one or even wanting
one because of his paranoic bent for self-destruction. Note: Mr. Bruni can
frequently be seen as a panelist on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” He is certainly
Food for Thought and should not be missed.
Last Wednesday’s TIMES front page which was lent to my Bob Kirsop (I
read the on-line edition) for there on the front page, in ulcerous full color,
was the grinning, grizzled face of Harvey Weinstein, easily the ugliest mug
I’ve seen since my college days when on trips to New York, I might wake up
on a cot in the drunk tank of the dorm at Aunt Evie’s, barely able to scream
in self defense: “Just Resting”, much less “HELP”. My heart goes out to all
those starlet hopefuls who faced THAT music. What price Hollywood?
Death would be kind.
Happy News indeed to report that LSS Head Bartender David Foxx is now
at home recovering from his heart surgery. Very naughty John (Dvk.) kindly rang up to announce that David was now officially a woman! But I first
heard the straight skinny from Gordon (“Mister Info”) Hathaway who,
from his royal enclosure at the Capitol Theatre, informed the Craftsman
and me, of the good news. We were on our way to see “Three Billboards,
Outside Ebbing, Missouri ” a mad fable of crackpot sort of redemption in far
-away Trumpland. Its peerless star is Frances McDormand: her performance is a not-to-be-missed utter gas!
Speaking of films, my big surprise of the season involved borrowing from
the enormous film collection of the Lakewood Library, the DVD of the remake, a few years back, of “The Manchurian Candidate”. I’ve always felt
that masterpieces like the original version made in 1962 would be a timeless stand-alone which it remains. This later version, with two such essential, viewable actors as Denzel Washington and Merryl Streep both at their
finest, equally shares the status of the original in every way only now, the
bogyman is no longer communism, but neo fascism. And how prophetic it
was to become. The red state of Manchuria is now a world financial conglomerate called Manchuria International, or somesuch, a foe dormant for
years, like the Martians in H.G. Well’s “War of the Worlds” awaiting the
signal to come out of the sewers of Jersey City and seize power. Between
this great and now relevant film and the Rachel Maddow show, I haven’t
slept much lately!
It is comforting to know that Santa still has a few surprises up his sleeve,
Our Great Unicorn Christmas Party certainly merits every accolade due our
hosts Jack, Dennis, and even boy noel, for their supreme hospitality, fine
food (yummy Polo Picata and Veggie Lasagne), warmth, and even snow
removal. Also a special award of merit, annually bestowed upon Bill Metzger for filling and wrapping all those damned tiny boxes for “The Game”
undoubtedly under the inspired guidance of Robert. Thanks to those who
brought other eats to the event, to Jim and Jim for the wonderful mulled
cider, and to Derek who worked diligently as Santa’s Elf, distributing presents to all of the good little boys assembled.
Santa also took time to gift Alabama, and quite frankly the entire nation,
where the perfectly ghastly Roy Moore-lock was beaten out of a senate seat
by Doug Jones. I won’t rehash the grizzly details of which we are probably
sick of hearing. But it does reaffirm the great journalistic legend that
yes ,Virginia, there IS a Santa and he doesn’t want to get into your panties,
nor are you required to touch his. You know I was chatting up the villainous
Moore with a friend of mine who spent several years in Hollywood. We
both agreed that if Central Casting had answered a call for a Southern, good
-ole-boy, lecherous, pseudo-pious, racist, bigoted piece of white trash, they
couldn’t have regurgitated a more spot-on specimen.
I close with a little stocking stuffer.I have been promising to find out why,
despite it’s having one of the most superb educational programs in Ohio,
the City of Beachwood doesn’t know how to spell its name. It is a community of beech trees a motif of which adorns its logo. There is no beach other
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than Lake Erie affords about 10 miles north. Yesterday, I went into Beachwood’s splendid public library which appears far more popular than the
city’s eponymous, glitzy shopping center which was nearly empty despite
the approaching and current holidays. Perhaps the new enormous posters
about the Mall’s Code of Conduct and its enforcement, are scaring away the
miscreants and the wealthy clientele as well. At the library, I was warmly
greeted by a young woman at the information desk who produced a computer-generated document of an unsuccessful attempt to answer this
question before the city’s recent centennial. My own hunch is that it would
deal with a poorly educated landowner who inadvertently named his
farm tract or estate after shoreline instead of the forest of trees about him.
The blog which I received in the library involved the futile efforts of two
centennial volunteers to reconcile facts with the Ohio Historical Society at
Columbus. The piece by Jeff Piorkowski/special to Cleveland,com, makes
fun reading which one can download at <jeff.piorkowski @att.net>. If you
don’t do the net, pay a very pleasant visit to the library on the northwest
corner of Richmond Road and Shaker Boulevard, a very comfortable albiet
busy place. In any event, the spelling in question has come to be blamed on
clerical error which seems to me is passing the buckeye! If it’s the clerk’s
fault, I’ll be that she, or he, was a blonde, and had a sensational sun
tan. Merry Merry, CY

,
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January 2018
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1
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31

January 1. 2018 - New Year’s Day / National Hangover Day!
January 2, 2018 - Run it up the Flag Pole and see if they Salute Day!
January 3, 2018 - Festival of Sleep Day / National Fruitcake Toss Day!
January 5, 2018 - Robert Moeller’s Birthday!!!
January 6, 2018 - Feast of the Epiphany (Three Kings Day)
January 8, 2018 - Male Watcher’s Day!
January 10, 2018 - Jim Hitchcock’s Birthday!!!
January 15, 2018 - Martin Luther King Jr. Day
January 18, 2018 - Winnie the Pooh Day (A.A. Milne’s Birthday)
January 21, 2018 - Unicorn Meeting,, 6:30 PM, Leather Stallion Clubroom
January 24, 2018 - Beer Can Appreciation Day!
January 27, 2018 - Tony Rotell’s Birthday!!!
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